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Abstract

Computer Science (CS) is increasingly entering the early levels of childhood education, like primary school or even kindergarten. Although Germany has not yet developed mandatory guidelines for how to deal with these new topics, Bavaria seems to consider extending the field of computer science education to the primary sector in the long term. It is therefore becoming more and more necessary to gain insight into which teaching methods and content would be suitable for students at primary level. To investigate the characteristics of effective programming courses for primary schools, we developed a three-day introductory course following the design-based research approach. This article will set focus on both the theoretical foundation resulting from this specific research approach and the didactic implementation of the theoretical framework.

Design-Based Research als Ansatz zur Einführung von Algorithmik und Programmierung an bayerischen Grundschulen. Theoretische Fundierung und didaktische Umsetzung

Zusammenfassung

Introduction

In the past few years, the discussion about the necessity of computer science (CS) and especially programming in primary education is growing steadily (Prottsman 2014; Bell and Duncan 2018). Introducing computer science concepts from an early age seems to have several positive consequences on the children (Duncan, Bell, and Tanimoto 2014). Learning to use computers not only as users but also as creators and gathering positive experiences in computing can strengthen their self-confidence towards CS and technology in general (Topi 2015). It may also prevent common misconceptions and prejudices towards computer science regarding the nature of the subject and the role of gender (Funke, Berges, and Hubwieser 2016). Several countries, such as Australia (Falkner, Vivian, and Falkner 2014), the United Kingdom (Brown et al. 2013) or Russia (Khenner and Semakin 2014) have already introduced computer science in their primary school curricula. Other countries like France, Poland, and New Zealand are also in the process of implementing notions of problem-solving, algorithmic thinking and basic programming in their curricula (Armoni 2018).

While Germany has not yet developed mandatory guidelines for how to deal with these new topics, the Federal Government is already pleading for the use of digital media in primary schools in order to promote the students' digital competencies (BMBF 2016). Since the federal state of Bavaria is already considering to expand the field of computer science education to the primary sector in the long term (StMWI 2017), it is all the more important to investigate which teaching methods and contents would be suitable for Bavarian primary schools.

Extending computer science to the early level of education requires practical and theoretical knowledge in a variety of disciplines (Duncan, Bell, and Tanimoto 2014). We wanted to apply a research design that takes this aspect into account and enables close interaction between researchers and practitioners. Thus, we chose the design-based research (DBR) approach to develop an effective primary school course for learning the basic concepts of programming.

The following sections will give a brief introduction to DBR and the research design we developed according to the approach. We will then set focus on the theoretical foundation and didactic implementation of the course. The findings of the literature review, the resulting theoretical framework as well as the corresponding course concept are presented. The article closes with several conclusions regarding the DBR approach and will give an outlook on our future work.

Design-Based Research

The term design-based research goes back to Brown (1992) and Collins (1992) who placed their focus on driving innovations. They developed «design experiments» as a way to carry out formative research to test and refine educational designs under
realistic and situative conditions. Based on the design-experiment, further approaches and terms have emerged, which can be partly interpreted as synonyms: design research, design-based research, design experiment, educational design research, development research (see The Design-Based Research Collective 2003; Richey and Klein 2005; van den Akker et al. 2006). They all share the aim of designing and developing interventions as solutions to a complex problem for which there are few or no validated principles or guidelines available (Plomp 2007). Wang and Hannafin see design-based research as an overriding notion and define it as «a systematic but flexible methodology aimed to improve educational practices through iterative analysis, design, development, and implementation, based on collaboration among researchers and practitioners in real-world settings, and leading to contextually-sensitive design principles and theories» (2005, 6).

In this continuous iterative process, design changes are made, assessed and refined to improve the design.

Different versions of this process can be found in literature, all of which contain similar phases and differ only slightly (Collins, Joseph, and Bielaczyc 2004; Reinmann 2005; Jahn 2014). Authors agree that DBR consists of the following components (Plomp 2007, 15):

- **preliminary research**: Review of literature and projects relevant to the chosen topic that results in design principles for the intervention.
- **prototyping phase**: Development of an intervention prototype that is tested, evaluated and revised.
- **assessment phase**: Evaluation whether the intervention is effective. It is also investigated how the target users can work with it and are willing to apply it.

Formative evaluation takes place in all the three phases and iterative cycles of DBR. Mixed research methods are used to maximize the objectivity, validity, and applicability of the ongoing research (Wang and Hannafin 2005).

**Using DBR to develop a programming course for Bavarian primary schools**

**Research Design**

We chose the design-based research approach because, on the one hand, we wanted to develop a practicable primary school course and, on the other hand, we wanted to investigate the students’ behaviour and learning outcomes. A summary of the research design is shown in Figure 1.
The basis of our research design is a broad-based literature review which covers the field of instructional design, teaching quality, computer science education and cognitive development. Parallel to this, we conducted interviews with five primary school teachers who had no relevant previous experience with computer science (see Funke, Geldreich, and Hubwieser 2016) and examined the Bavarian primary school curriculum for possible links to computer science. At the end of this analysis phase, a conceptual framework was formulated that also considered the specific prerequisites of the Bavarian school system. The results of this analysis phase and the derived principles are described in more detail below.

![Fig. 1: Research design.](image)

After this phase of preliminary research, we developed a first course prototype based on the framework. The first drafts of both the theoretical framework and the resulting prototype were discussed with several experienced practitioners and an expert in the field of computer science education.

We tested the course prototype with a small group (n=9) in a pilot study that was carried out at a student research centre led by our university. After revising and optimising the tasks and some changes in the course timeframe, we conducted the course again with two fourth-grade classes (n=38) and also interviewed the accompanying teachers after the courses. We once again revised some of the tasks and made changes in the structure and design of the materials. After testing a variety of other methods with children at the student research centre (n=19), we made another field test with one third-grade and three fourth-grade classes (n=66). Since in Bavaria data may only be collected at schools in exceptional cases and with special permission, these field tests were carried out at our university. The courses were taught in German language by different instructors, including a formally educated primary school teacher and researchers in the field of CS education. The resulting course concept can be read in the further course of the article.
Research Questions and Mixed-Methods

Our research is supposed to investigate the characteristics of an effective primary school course concept for learning the basic concepts of programming. To answer this overarching question and to assess to what extent the intervention has served its purpose, we investigate several questions in our field studies:

– How do the students behave and collaborate during the learning process?
– How do the programming results relate to the learning process?
– Which differences can be identified between the behavior of girls and boys?

During the field tests, we collected data using a mixed-methods approach including the following methods:

– Videography: To analyze the interactions of the children with each other and with the teacher, we recorded the whole courses with at least two cameras.
– Group interviews and questionnaires: A variety of interviews and reflection methods were used to get an idea of the students’ prior knowledge, what they think about programming and how they feel after the course.
– Screen and audio capturing: When the students were working on computers, screens and audio of every student were captured with special software. By doing so, we wanted to get an insight into the students working methods.
– Scratch programming products: All Scratch programs were saved to analyze them in detail.

Several evaluations have already been carried out, for example, an analysis of the structure and quality of the students’ programming results (Funke, Geldreich, and Hubwieser 2017) and an analysis of the relationship between the students’ gender and the characteristics of the program they created (Funke and Geldreich 2017).

Literature Review

Following the methodology of design-based research, we took into account theoretical principles and prior research from various disciplines, including not only computer science education but also developmental psychology, cognitive science and instructional design. The following section presents selected results of the literature review that were relevant for the design of the course concept in the subsequent DBR process. It also gives a brief insight into the Bavarian primary school curriculum.
Cognitive Development of Primary School Children

If we want to design a computer science course, we must align the content, methods and material to the developmental stage of the target group - in our case primary school children. Piaget and Inheler (1969) found out that older children think differently than younger ones and proposed a theory of intellectual development over four stages. According to this theory, primary school children are in the concrete operational stage (7-11 years): the students begin to think logically about actual, specific events but have difficulties in understanding abstract or hypothetical concepts. According to Piaget, the formal operational stage which includes the ability to think about abstract concepts is only reached at the age from 11 to 16 years. However, Neo-Piagetian theories (Case 1992; Morra et al. 2007) concluded that the development stages depend on a variety of other factors, e.g., learning area, and cannot be assigned exactly to a particular age. Apart from the classification in stages, Piaget’s work valued the importance of active learning in which children are free to explore, question and try out. Teachers should also provide visual aids or props to support children’s thinking. He further recommends using familiar examples to introduce more complex and abstract ideas (Piaget 1976).

Bruner (1966) argued that children could learn any material as long as the instructions are organized appropriately. Every concept should be encountered several times in a progressive spiral: at first in a concrete way or with physical actions (enactive representation), then within images or illustrations (iconic representation) and at last using codes or symbols, such as language (symbolic representation).

The work of Vygotsky (1978) deals, among other things, with the fundamental role of social interactions in the development of children. His notion of the zone of proximal development (ZPD) describes the gap between what a child can achieve alone and what it could potentially achieve with the help and guidance from someone more knowledgeable, skilled or experienced. In the interaction with others, children could get instructions or advice that allows them to develop skills they can afterward use on their own. Therefore, it follows that it’s beneficial for students to work collaborative – especially in groups of mixed ability.

Instructional Design

Merrill et al. (1996) describe Instructional Design as «a technology for the development of learning experiences and environments which promote the acquisition of specific knowledge and skill by students». One aspect which is of particular importance to this development is motivation. Keller’s ARCS Model (1983, 1987) defines four essential conditions, that should be met in order to get and keep students’ motivation: Attention (getting and sustaining attention by appropriate stimuli and a variety of methods), Relevance (making the content count, e.g. by linking the instructions
to the students’ life), *Confidence* (giving the impression that the students can succeed if they exert some effort) and *Satisfaction* (providing occasions where the students can feel good about their accomplishments). For each condition, Keller lists additional subcategories as well as strategies to fulfill them.

Mayer’s cognitive theory of multimedia learning (2001, 2005) focuses primarily on the optimized integration of text and image presentation in learning contents. In this context, text can be spoken as well as written, and images can be illustrations, photos and also animations or videos. He suggests that learning occurs when we build mental representations of these various elements and formulates a variety of principles, that should support this process. According to Mayer, the most relevant multimedia instructional principles for learning opportunities are: *Signaling Principle* (highlight the organization of the material), *Coherence Principle* (avoid unnecessary content), *Spatial Contiguity Principle* (place corresponding words and pictures near each other), *Segmenting Principle* (divide lessons in user-paced segments), *Multimedia Principle* (students learn better from words and pictures than from words alone) and *Personalization Principle* (use conversational style rather than formal style).

Fundamental to Mayer’s work is the cognitive load theory which has been developed by Sweller and Chandler (1991). It suggests that the construction of instructional material can influence the learning process by directing the cognitive resources to activities which are relevant to learning and not just preliminaries to it. According to Sweller et al. (1998) there exist three types of cognitive load: intrinsic, extraneous and germane. *Intrinsic cognitive load* refers to the inherent difficulty of the content being learned; *extraneous cognitive load* refers to the effort which is caused by factors that aren’t central to the content, e.g., presentation methods, instructional procedures; *germane cognitive load* refers to the effort a learner has to make to understand the material by schema acquisition. It is assumed that working memory can only process a limited amount of information at one time and therefore learning is interrupted when this number is exceeded – a cognitive overload occurs (De Jong 2010). While intrinsic cognitive load can’t be affected, we can prevent this overload by balancing extraneous and germane cognitive load. We can avoid the unnecessary extraneous load by, for example, removing everything that distracts the learner from the essential. Sweller et al. (1998) describe several effects, which can reduce extraneous cognitive load and can partly be found in Mayer’s cognitive theory of multimedia learning (2001, 2005). The *worked example effect*, for instance, describes how we can reduce extraneous cognitive load by using step-by-step demonstrations of how to solve tasks and problems. Another effect, which is also particularly interesting for our topic is the *completion problem effect*. It states that one can reduce the size of a problem by providing a partial solution that must be completed.
Quality Criteria for Teaching and Teaching Materials

A research tradition that sets its focus on teaching quality is working with a process-product model (Dunkin and Biddle 1974; Shuell 1996) that relates the teaching process to the learning outcome. It’s assumed that high-quality teaching leads to positive learning outcomes, which in turn enables us to identify characteristics of good teaching. Of course, this effect is mediated by student characteristics (e.g., pre-knowledge, self-concept of ability, interest), the classroom context (e.g., class size) and the prerequisites of the teacher which has led to more and more differentiated so-called supply-use models (Brühwiler and Blatchford 2011; Creemers and Kyriakides 2007; Pianta and Hamre 2009). Even if studies showed that we can not assume a direct effect of teaching on the learning outcome (Winne 1987; Weinert, Schrader, and Helmke 1989), these models give us further hints when looking for criteria to develop appropriate teaching methods and materials. Although the terminology differs, three recurring overarching dimensions have been identified, that are considered essential to good teaching (Klieme, Pauli, and Reusser 2009; Seidel and Shavelson 2007):

1. classroom management, clarity and structure,
2. potential for cognitive activation and,
3. learning support through monitoring of the learning process, individual feedback and adaptive instruction.

The intention of cognitive activation is engaging students in higher-level thinking. This can be achieved by challenging tasks and conveying cognitive strategies such as summarizing, questioning and predicting (Mayer 2004). The items of the 2012 PISA student questionnaire (OECD 2013) give us an idea how to create cognitive activating tasks. For example, they could encourage the students to reflect on problems, ask them to apply what they have learned to new contexts, use problems with multiple solutions or present problems with no immediately apparent method of solution. Beyond challenging the students, the tasks should also be prepared in a way that they can be adapted to different learning prerequisites and abilities of the students (Baumert et al. 2010).

Teaching Computer Science

In their Guide to Teaching Computer Science, Hazzan et al. (2011) emphasize the importance of the learners’ active acquisition of ideas. To facilitate this throughout a lesson or a course, they introduce the Active Learning Based Teaching Model that consists of four successive stages: trigger, activity, discussion and summary. In the first stage (trigger), the topic of the class/course is supposed to be introduced in a non-traditional fashion, i.e., it should raise questions or dilemmas. In the second stage
(activity), the students get to work on the presented trigger. In the ensuing discussion, products, topics or thoughts, which originated during the activity stage, are presented to the entire class and discussed. While the teacher holds back with judging the students’ contributions and confines himself only to highlight important ideas presented by the students, the classmates are encouraged to express their opinions. In the summary, the teacher summarizes, highlights and emphasizes important concepts that were addressed during the previous stages.

In addition to the learners’ activity, they underline that the development of problem-solving skills should be the core of every introductory CS course. They propose different steps of a problem-solving process that the students should undergo. The process starts with outlining the problem requirements and understanding what the problem is about (problem analysis). After that, the students should think about alternative ways to solve the problem (alternative consideration) and select one of them (choosing an approach). The problem is then to be divided into subtasks (problem decomposition) for which algorithms are developed (algorithm development). In a next step, the algorithms are checked for correctness (algorithm correctness) and efficiency (algorithm efficiency). In the reflection at the end of the process, the students should have a chance to analyse the process they went through and conclude possible improvements.

As already described in the section Instructional Design, motivation plays an important role in the outcome of learning situations. Martin (2017) describes a set of learning dimensions, that can help increase personal motivation when learning to program. The dimensions go back to the results of four fieldwork studies, which were carried out with participants from pre-school to university. Regarding the design of programming tasks, open tasks seem to be more motivating (see also the work of Petre and Price 2004). Besides, students seem much more motivated, when the tasks are relevant to their daily life experience, when they can personalize their programs and when they have a chance to share the products of their learning with others.

Regarding the arrangement of the learning experience, it’s recommended to use a flexible structure with sufficient opportunities for learners to iterate the introduced concepts and influence the direction of their learning process. To prevent wasted effort, learners should have the opportunity to get frequent feedback during a task. The grouping of the students (working alone, in pairs or groups) and the shape of the session regarding the physical environment can also have a strong influence on the learners’ motivation – the recommendations on both aspects, however, are varying with the given circumstances and the respective course.

Caspersen and Bennedsen (2007) describe how an introductory object-oriented programming course can be designed based on cognitive science and educational psychology. They primarily focus on how the cognitive load theory, cognitive apprenticeship and the theory of worked examples can be applied. Since they work
with university students, not all suggestions can be transferred to the primary school context – still their advises how to use worked examples could also be very suitable for younger students. To help the students developing schemes and transfer the learned, it is recommended to work with multiple examples that increase in complexity and vary in the form of the problem type. Examples should not be used exclusively, and they should alternate with matching problem tasks. Gray et al. (2007) point out that the transition from complete worked examples to solving problems only works if the problems are simple. To further reduce cognitive load, they suggest using partially worked examples that contain less and less worked steps and can be completed in stages. They provide a variety of these fading worked examples for different concepts of programming. Several further principles to reduce cognitive load during learning computing content can be found in the work of Tuovinen (2000).

Lee et al. (2011) and Sentence and Waite (2017) are also investigating which progression students should go through when learning to program. Lee et al. propose the «Use-Modify-Create Learning Progression» in which learners first use existing programs, modify them and finally create their own programs. This is followed by an iterative process of testing, analysing and refining. Sentence and Waite introduce the teaching approach PRIMM, which is based on the work of Lee et al. among others. PRIMM is the abbreviation for Predict, Run, Investigate, Modify and Make. In both scaffolding approaches, students first work with already existing programs and gradually make them their own until they create their own programs.

In his computing guide for primary teachers, Berry (2013) states several aspects of meaningful and effective learning in computing which go back to the work of Howland et al. (2011). Students should actively engage in the learning process, they should be able to construct both meaning and a result, and if possible, they should have a certain choice over how they work on a task. Furthermore, the tasks should be linked to the students’ own experience and allow working collaborative.

Franklin et al. (2015) also give specific advice for teaching computer science in primary schools. Their guidelines are based on their experiences in developing, piloting and evaluating a scratch-based computational thinking curriculum and refer to different topics such as providing feedback, learning environment or teaching materials. The following tips seem highly relevant for developing computer science courses for primary schools:

1. Avoid down- and uploading files from a shared computer,
2. limit or avert the use of worksheets in the computer lab,
3. If necessary, tailor writing by giving options to circle answers or drawing pictures, and
4. prepare further options for students who finish the tasks faster than others.
Links to Computer Science in the Bavarian Primary School Curriculum

In Germany, schools started to teach CS during the 1960ies, and since then, the subject underwent several drastic changes and transformations (Hubwieser 2012). However, only in few federal states of Germany computer science is a mandatory subject and cannot be found in the curricula of primary schools. In the current primary school curriculum of Bavaria, media education is mentioned as one of the overarching education goals and is described as knowledge and skills to act appropriately, self-determinedly and responsibly in the multimedia influenced society (StMBKWK 2014, 37). Even if programming or computer science in general are not explicitly mentioned, it surely can contribute to the development of media competence (Tulodziecki 2016) which includes knowledge and reflection on the structures of media (Schorb 2009). In the competence model of mathematics, the Bavarian primary school curriculum describes modelling and problem solving as one of the process-related competencies that students should develop during their time in primary school (StMBKWK 2014, 106).

Theoretical Framework

The literature findings were also very consistent with the results of our interviews with primary school teachers (see Funke et al. 2016). They suggested avoiding too much theory by a high practical relevance of the tasks and to take up the students’ ideas and suggestions in order to achieve meaningful results. To show that teamwork is also very important in computer science, it was recommended that the students get opportunities to collaborate.

The results of the literature review and the interviews led to various design principles, to which we aligned the design of the course:

The course should facilitate active learning and collaborative work

Both in developmental psychology, as well as in the field of computer science education, researchers stress the importance of active learning. Also in our course, the students should have the possibility to be active from the beginning and to gradually get a deeper insight into the subject through their own actions. The focus should therefore be on student activity and hands-on experiences, avoiding long phases of front-facing teaching. Furthermore, we want to provide opportunities to work collaboratively, which is also described as beneficial for the students' skill development and their motivation. Especially when it comes to the handling of the computer, we assume there will certainly be some students who are well versed and could help other students when collaborating.
The course should go from the known to the unknown
Linking the teaching content and tasks to the students' everyday life and experience is a common practice not only in primary school. In our course, we want to build on the students' previous knowledge and provide examples and tasks to which the students can relate. This can refer to the form of the tasks as well as to the content or context. Especially at the beginning of the course, tasks should be created which they know in a similar form from other school subjects or everyday situations.

The course should enable the students to undergo different problem-solving steps and to solve problems independently
The development of problem-solving skills is not only important in terms of algorithms and programming but is also seen as a broadly applicable thinking competence required in various domains and subjects (Grover and Pea 2018). Since modeling and problem-solving can already be found in the Bavarian primary school curriculum, it could also be a way to cover algorithms and programming in school without having an own subject of computer science.

The course concept itself and the design of the tasks should put problem-solving in the foreground and give the students the opportunity of going through the different steps of the process. In addition, we want to prepare visual aids to help the students solve problems and guide them when working independently.

The course should give the students the opportunity to encounter the fundamental algorithmic structures in different ways
Following Bruner's argumentation that children should have the opportunity to encounter new concepts several times in various manners, we decided to use different teaching approaches. At first, they should get to know the computer science concepts with physical actions, which can be met very well with the CS unplugged approach that is distinguished by social activities, group problem-solving and high engagement of the students without actually working on computers (Bell, Witten, and Fellows 2015). After that, the students work within a programming environment on a computing device. To provide a child-friendly programming environment and avoid frustrating syntax errors, we decided to use the block-based language Scratch (Maloney et al. 2010).

Furthermore, we want to take into account the Use-Modify-Create Framework (Lee et al. 2011) and the PRIMM approach (Sentance and Waite 2017) and offer tasks where the students first work with existing programs and gradually make them their own until they create their own programs.
The course should reduce cognitive load for the students by focusing on the fundamental algorithmic structures and principles of programming
As the students already get familiar with the CS concepts in the unplugged activities, we also want to reduce the students' germane cognitive load while working in the programming environment. To further simplify working with Scratch, we already introduce the characteristic programming blocks during the unplugged part. Corresponding to the blocks in Scratch, we will manufacture haptic programming blocks for the processing of the tasks. Since the printed and laminated blocks are equipped with magnets and velcro straps, they can be used both on the blackboard and on sheets of fabric, e.g. felt. The idea is to improve orientation in the unfamiliar programming environment and decrease extraneous cognitive load, which could be caused by the numerous features and new impressions within Scratch.

The course should provide motivating and cognitive activating programming tasks
Our literature review revealed that motivation and cognitive activation have a major impact on students' learning results. In order to increase the students' personal motivation, we want to choose a specific context for the course that runs through the entire course, the tasks and materials. This context is to be linked with the students' personal experiences, it should enable a lively and entertaining communication of content and offer a broad spectrum of tasks. Furthermore, neither boys nor girls should be predominantly associated with the topic.

To develop motivating tasks, we also want to follow the results of Martin (2017), who concluded that motivating programming tasks are open, relevant to daily life experience, can be personalized and shared with others. In addition, the design of the tasks should focus on the cognitive activation of the students.

Course Design
During the course, the students are supposed to learn the basic principles of programming. They should understand how a computer program works, get familiar with the programming environment Scratch and be enabled to program their own multimedia projects. At the same time, they ought to enjoy the course and should have the opportunity to put their creativity into practice.

The course takes place over three days, on which we spend four hours a day with the children. The theme «circus» runs through the course and most of the tasks as a consistent motif. Figure 2 shows a schematic overview of the «programming circus», its content and learning objectives.
**Fig. 2.: Schematic overview of the course.**

### Day 1: Computer Science unplugged

Since most of the students do not have any prior knowledge in programming or general in computer science, the goal of the first day is to give them a basic idea of how a computer program works. As a first step, the students' ideas and associations which they relate to programming are collected in a short query and noted down on the board or a poster. Depending on how much previous knowledge the students have, it is possible to continue working with images on which different situations are displayed in which programming plays a role.

As an introduction to giving precise and clear instructions, the students get the task of programming the teacher to do a certain task (e.g. open the window, walk into a certain corner of the classroom). The teacher acts like a robot and only moves if given the right commands. How to communicate with the robot must be found out by the students. To further practice giving commands, the students have to convert a pictorial craft instruction for a name tag into unambiguous language-based commands. Afterwards, they build their name tags following one of the two instructions. In these first exercises, it quickly becomes clear that it is not easy to formulate something in such a way that it means the same for everyone. The teacher discusses with the students that this is one reason why there are defined programming languages for Computers, e.g. Scratch. To get to know the first programming blocks, we once more use the «human robot». Instead of using everyday commands, the students have to use haptic Scratch blocks to solve a short task.

In order to become familiar with the haptic Scratch blocks, the students work in groups to solve more complex tasks in a grid that is built up from carpet tiles (see Fig. 3). To take up the circus theme, they program circus characters to complete different missions, e.g., a monkey that wants to be led to his banana or a forgetful clown who wants to find his missing belongings (see Fig. 4). They create the programs using the haptic Scratch blocks, execute it in the grid and check them for errors. If necessary, they debug their programs.

### Objective:
The students get an insight into the basic functions of algorithms

### Day 2: Scratch

- learning circle with worked examples and cognitive activating tasks
- additional tasks and support material

**Objective:**
The students get to know sequences, conditionals and iterations

### Day 3: Scratch

- more open assignment
- screenplay
- presentation of results

**Objective:**
The students apply the programming concepts in an open project

---

**Day 1: Computer Science unplugged**

Since most of the students do not have any prior knowledge in programming or general in computer science, the goal of the first day is to give them a basic idea of how a computer program works. As a first step, the students' ideas and associations which they relate to programming are collected in a short query and noted down on the board or a poster. Depending on how much previous knowledge the students have, it is possible to continue working with images on which different situations are displayed in which programming plays a role.

As an introduction to giving precise and clear instructions, the students get the task of programming the teacher to do a certain task (e.g. open the window, walk into a certain corner of the classroom). The teacher acts like a robot and only moves if given the right commands. How to communicate with the robot must be found out by the students. To further practice giving commands, the students have to convert a pictorial craft instruction for a name tag into unambiguous language-based commands. Afterwards, they build their name tags following one of the two instructions. In these first exercises, it quickly becomes clear that it is not easy to formulate something in such a way that it means the same for everyone. The teacher discusses with the students that this is one reason why there are defined programming languages for Computers, e.g. Scratch. To get to know the first programming blocks, we once more use the «human robot». Instead of using everyday commands, the students have to use haptic Scratch blocks to solve a short task.

In order to become familiar with the haptic Scratch blocks, the students work in groups to solve more complex tasks in a grid that is built up from carpet tiles (see Fig. 3). To take up the circus theme, they program circus characters to complete different missions, e.g., a monkey that wants to be led to his banana or a forgetful clown who wants to find his missing belongings (see Fig. 4). They create the programs using the haptic Scratch blocks, execute it in the grid and check them for errors. If necessary, they debug their programs.
We designed the tasks that they can be solved by using selections and iterations, but also by sequences. To help the students – particularly at the beginning – with their tasks, we prepared signs that show the different steps that must be carried out during the problem-solving process. They can be hung up in the classroom and help the students when they are working on a task.

Day 2: Scratch Learning Circle
On the second day, we want to enable the students to create simple multimedia products in the block-based programming environment Scratch. Thus, every student works on a computer. We composed a learning circle in which the core operations
of Scratch get gradually introduced and that every child can handle at its own pace. Starting from questions regarding the software handling, the individual circle cards lead from simple sequences to the implementation of iterations and conditionals. For example, the students program the welcome greeting from the circus director (see Fig. 5), a joke-telling clown, a tiger crossing the arena and a dancing bear.

![Fig. 5: Front (left) and back (right) of a circle card.](image)

To reduce extraneous cognitive load, we provide worked examples that the students recreate on their own computing devices. After every example, they work on an exercise that has been designed to comply with the principles of cognitive activating tasks: the introduced function must be slightly modified or used in a different context. To face the students’ expected variety in knowledge and learning pace, we prepared additional exercises as well as helpful tips for the more complex tasks.

When designing the materials for the learning circle, we tried to realize several principles of Mayer’s cognitive theory of multimedia learning. For example, we used recurring colors to highlight the organization of the cards, we addressed the students directly and tried to use both, words and pictures, and placed them near to each other.
Day 3: Open Scratch Projects

Our goal for the third day was to get an impression of what the students have learned so far and what they can apply in more open tasks. The students should think of their own Scratch stories, write these down in a script (Figure 6, left) and implement these in Scratch (Figure 6, right). To get comparable results, we set the following mandatory requirements for the students’ projects. The programs should 1) work on more than one sprite 2) move the sprites during execution 3) comprise at least one loop and 4) include at least one conditional statement. After meeting these requirements, the students should continue their programming work without any further guidelines.

Fig. 6: Project script (left) and part of a student Scratch project (right).

At the end of the third course day, the students present their programs in front of the class and have the opportunity to comment on their project. There is an applause for each project, and the students get a certificate for the participation in the course. The programming circus ends with a reflection on what the students think they have learned, what they liked the best and what they didn’t like the previous days.
Conclusion and Future Work

The design-based research approach provided a viable research framework for the development of a programming course concept for primary schools. It enabled us to take into account relevant theories from various disciplines and best practices in the field of computer science education. The iterative design cycles and evaluations made it possible to focus on a variety of course elements and to apply multiple research methods. In this way, aspects could also be investigated that were not planned in the first place and the course concept could be continuously improved.

However, the openness of the methodology can also be a challenge. Regarding the phase of *preliminary research* that is described in this article, there are no specific guidelines on how to carry out the literature review. The fact that in our case researchers with different professional backgrounds were involved in the selection of the relevant thematic areas and theories was very helpful. By drawing on the expertise of a trained primary school teacher and a researcher in computer science education, we were able to perform a very comprehensive and varied literature review. This interdisciplinary collaboration was also advantageous in the development of the theoretical framework and the course concept.

A shortage of skills or knowledge among the researchers can have a very limiting effect on the intermediate results of the DBR process. If they lack sufficient knowledge and experience, they consequently are not able to achieve optimal solutions. Especially when, as in our case, the researchers are also evaluators and implementers, it is important to make research open to professional scrutiny and criticism by people outside the project (Mckenney, Nieveen, and van den Akker 2006). We were fortunate that we regularly had the opportunity to discuss both the theoretical framework and the course concept within our team that consists of people with diverse knowledge and levels of experience.

Despite these challenges, we consider DBR to be an important innovation opportunity for didactic research since the transfer between theory and practice is one of the most important mission when being a researcher in computer science education. Through the synergy of theory and practice, design-based research can lead to development and improvement in both areas.

Our future work will focus on further assessments and analyses of the data we collected in the field tests. In addition, we will investigate whether primary school teachers can work with the course concept and are willing to apply it in their teaching.

Based on the course concept, we already developed an in-service professional development workshop for primary school teachers (Geldreich, Talbot, and Hubwieser 2018). Thirty-nine teachers from 20 primary schools all over Bavaria have already participated in the teacher training and will try out the course concept with their students. In doing so, we want to ensure that our preliminary results, which
are very setting-specific, can be generalized and replicated with a larger sample and real-life teaching conditions. The results of our future research will be used to further specify the design principles for primary school programming courses and thus will hopefully make a research contribution not only on a practical but also on a theoretical level.
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